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Abstract: Especially in complex software development projects, involving various actors and interaction interdependencies, the design of service interfaces is crucially important. In this work, a structured approach to support the design, specification and documentation of service interface standards is presented. To do so, we refer to a complex use case, dealing with the integration of multiple mobility services on a single platform. This endeavor requires the development of a large number of independently usable service interface standards which adhere to a multitude of quality aspects. A structured approach is required to speed up and simplify development and also to enable synergies between these service interfaces. In a previous work, we performed a requirements analysis to identify important aspects and shortcomings of the current development process and to elicit potential improvements. Starting with a first implementation of collaborative tool support for service interface development, we conducted a best practice-based evaluation with experts of the Association of German Transport Companies (VDV). In this paper, we want to present the results of this focus group-based evaluation and discuss their implications for the envisaged tool support for collaborative service interface development (design, data modeling, specification, and automated testing).

1 INTRODUCTION

Software engineering projects involve highly cooperative tasks during every project phase (Kusumasari et al., 2011; Inayat et al., 2017). Over the years, a lot of approaches have surfaced to support these tasks in different ways ranging from traceability over awareness to assistance during merges of parallel work (Whitehead, 2007). A general trend can be observed, pushing a lot of applications towards support for cooperation (Dalmau et al., 2000). This implicates additional conceptual challenges to guarantee that user expectations regarding usability of the software are met (Garrido et al., 2000).

An intermodal personal mobility platform allows travelers to query, book, use and pay any combination of mobility services (Beutel et al., 2016; Beutel et al., 2018). This might include, but is not limited to public transportation, vehicle rental services, vehicles sharing services, parking, charging (of electric vehicles), ride sharing, etc. To simplify taking part on such a platform and foster innovation, open and standardized access is required (Beutel et al., 2014). This can be achieved by supplying formal and comprehensive design documents, specifications and documentation for the respective service interfaces and application program interfaces (APIs). As a large number of such artifacts is required, we ought to simplify and speed up the creation process by providing integrated support to all involved stakeholders. As a first step, interviews with domain experts to understand the current process for developing service interfaces, e.g., which phases it is composed of, which tools are used and so on, have been conducted. Furthermore, we identified both benefits and shortcomings to elicit potential areas of improvement. These findings were discussed in (Ohler et al., 2018).

On the basis of these insights, we are developing an information system that supports service interface development with respect to design, data modeling, specification, and automated testing. It focuses on intensified collaboration and promotes a stronger integration to avoid diverging artifacts. Furthermore, we aim at implementing features missing in available
tools that were identified as relevant in this context.

Starting with a first implementation of the developed tool support based on the identified requirements, we conducted a best practice-based evaluation with experts of the Association of German Transport Companies (VDV). In this paper, we want to present the results of this focus group-based evaluation and discuss their implications for the envisaged tool support for collaborative service interface development.

A short overview over the requirements analysis proposed in (Ohler et al., 2018) is given in Section 2. For these requirements, we developed a prototype, whose implementation is discussed in Section 3. In this paper, we discuss the best practice-based evaluation of the usability, feature coverage and fitness of our approach. We introduce the evaluation method in Section 4 and present the results in Section 5. In closing, we then conclude with a discussion in Section 6 and an outlook in Section 7.

2 REQUIREMENTS FOR TOOL SUPPORT FOR SERVICE INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT

The traditional service interface development process leads to the highest rated problem constituting the separation of service interface specification, data models and test tools as identified by (Ohler et al., 2018). Additional problems with high impact include the lacking central availability of latest versions of the artifacts and problems while merging documents after parallel work.

Thus, the core derived requirements comprise the following two:

1. integrated tool support covering all aspects that were previously scattered over different tools
2. support for cooperative and parallel editing

These requirements also promise to have the highest impact on the architecture of the tool and promise the largest improvements for users of the tool. Many further requirements were identified concerning specification and documentation functionalities, support for artifacts of all project phases, etc. For an early evaluation, we decided to focus on the protocol design phase that includes the actual data type specification and documentation. Therefore, additional requirements were included:

- support for XML / XML Schema for the data type specification
- export functionality to docx format corresponding to VDV formatting styles

2. support for cooperative and parallel editing

Another important requirement we are not yet implemented, but considered in the system architecture design approach, is the aspect of supporting testing through automation based on the information specified using the tool.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

The evaluated application is a web application that runs in the browser. The server hosting the website also offers a service to synchronize the data between the clients using Yjs\(^1\) and a service to generate docx and PDF documents. The generated documents contain the entire documentation of the service interface development project and the given data type definitions rendered as tables. A sketch of the system architecture is shown in Figure 1 and a screenshot of the user interface is shown in Figure 2.

The application aims to integrate all aspects of a service interface documentation and specification in one model and generate the artifacts needed based on this information. At the time of the evaluation, it supports the documentation and specification of data types, functions, services and additional project documentation. Data types can be specified and documented using the XML Schema Language. Data types, functions and services can be documented and further chapters of the project documentation can be written using rich text (based on Quill\(^2\)) in multiple languages. Additionally, functions can be grouped into services and their interaction (request and response) messages (defined in the XML

\(^1\)http://y.js.org
\(^2\)https://quilljs.com
An increasingly popular method to gather qualitative feedback is to host one or more focus groups (Greenbaum, 1999). A focus group comprises a small group, often between 6 and 12 people (Longhurst, 2016), hosted by a trained moderator. It is often advisable to include exercises (Colucci, 2007) as proper way to approach the participants and to steer the focus on the target area.

“Focus groups are useful when it comes to investigating what participants think, but they excel at uncovering why participants think as they do.” (Morgan, 1996)

Since we are gathering feedback at an early stage and the software is still in an experimental state, we want to make sure, that we are able to dig deeper in case of unclear answers so that we can draw the right conclusions from the feedback. Thus, we deem the focus group method as appropriate to gather feedback in our current situation.

The applied methodology is now shortly described. The focus group was conducted with seven project members of an ongoing research project in the context of information systems for public transportation. Six of them were male, one of them female. The test persons were experienced in the context of service interface development and public transportation; many of them had more than ten years of experience in this area. The focus group was led by a

---

There are no timing guarantees, since messages are sent through the Internet and the systems involved are not assumed to run real-time operating systems.
5 RESULTS

The presentation of results in the context of qualitative content analysis includes categorization of the results (Mayring, 2014). These are given together with an overview over the feedback in Table 1. The citations given below were translated retrospectively.

5.1 Integrated Tool Support

Usability Rating. The usability was rated as intuitive.

The way we structured the information (into services, functions, data types) was deemed challenging by some test persons. The information about a service, its functions and their data types should be represented more closely together. It was seen as a new kind of information fragmentation – exactly the problem we were trying to solve – in the eyes of some test persons.

Feature Coverage. Test persons wanted to be able to navigate between interconnected aspects more easily, e.g., from a function to its request data type definition.

Approach Fitness. The approach towards the integration of aspects that were previously scattered over several tools was found to be suitable.

5.2 Collaboration

Usability Rating. Some test persons had problems finding their currently relevant aspects in the growing lists of functions, XML elements etc. The visible portion of the project scrolled away in case someone else inserted content further up, which disrupted the interactions. New content was always appended at the end of lists hindering information locality of related concepts. For newly created functions, their ownership was unclear, since they were all named “new function” until users renamed them.

Feature Coverage. The test persons wanted to be able to manually set the focus to the concepts they were about to work on, e.g., by filtering or collapsing unrelated concepts.

Approach Fitness. Overall, the group agreed that the way we tackled the collaboration fits the needs and is superior to using git⁴ (or similar tools) as a foundation.

⁴https://git-scm.com
Table 1: Feedback Overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Usability Rating</th>
<th>Functional Coverage</th>
<th>Fitness of Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool Integration</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML Schema Support</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docx Export</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilingual Support</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich-Text Editing</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+++ very positive, + rather positive, − rather negative, −− very negative

“...compared to the time and effort necessary to merge two different versions.” (Test Person 4)

“I regard the benefits of collaborating in near real-time as more important for the practical use cases than the disadvantages that might occur when two people actually work together in an unsynchronized way.” (Test Person 3)

5.3 XML Schema Support

Usability Rating. Test persons, who usually use graphical notations of XML Schema, were not sufficiently familiar with the actual syntax and found the list of suggestions as not fitting for them.

The part of the suggestion list containing attributes was not recognized by all test persons.

Some test persons did not figure out how to delete attributes.

Feature Coverage. Some of the test persons asked for graphical editing of XML Schema documents (as possible e.g. in Altova XMLSpy\(^5\)).

Furthermore, validation of the XML Schema file was requested.

Some test persons wanted for a mechanism to prevent the accidental deletion of a node including its children, such as a confirmation dialog.

Moreover, test persons were missing auto-completion features, e.g., when specifying the type of an element.

The group requested the possibility to import XML Schema files edited with external tools into the XML Schema editor to overcome the aforementioned problems.

Some test persons asked for a way to spread the data types definitions over several XML Schema files to increase lucidity.

Additionally, the possibility of including or importing XML Schema documents from other projects was seen as important.

A further request was made for an experimentation feature, that lets you revert your changes in case the experiment goes wrong while respecting changes from other users.

Approach Fitness. Our support for the creation and editing of XML Schema documents was not regarded as sufficient in its current state.

5.4 Docx Export

Usability Rating. No problems were mentioned regarding the usability.

Feature Coverage. The automatic generation of cross references was seen as “incredible help” (Test Person 3) and as a “huge step forward” (Test Person 3).

Some test persons wanted to be able to reconstruct which parts of the document were changed after downloading it from the tool.

Approach Fitness. The generated docx document containing the documentation and the definitions modeled using the tool was rated positively.

5.5 Multilingual Support

Usability Rating. It was not made sufficiently clear to the test persons, that the layout template of the target standard setting body (VDV) only included the English documentation on function and data type level, while including the German and the English documentation on project and service level.

Feature Coverage. Test persons asked to prevent the user from writing text that will not get included in the generated document.

After an explicit inquiry by the moderator, the group found that allowing a side-by-side editing of texts in two different languages would be superior compared to the current way, where the user...

\(^5\)https://www.altova.com/xmlspy-xml-editor
only sees the text in one language and changes the language using a flag icon.

**Approach Fitness.** Despite the mentioned issues, the approach was rated positively.

### 5.6 Comments

**Usability Rating.** Some test persons expected to have their comments appear in the generated document, which was not the case (no request was made to change this behavior). The fact that comments have to be submitted explicitly was perceived as a break in the usage pattern compared to the rest of the tool.

**Feature Coverage.** The test persons requested that there should be a hint elaborating that comments have to be submitted explicitly. It should easily be visible whether there are (new or any at all) comments for project elements. Additionally, it was suggested that one should be able to classify a comment as a bug, problem, praise, information, et cetera.

**Approach Fitness.** The approach was well received.

### 5.7 Rich-Text Editing

**Usability Rating.** No problems were mentioned regarding the usability.

**Feature Coverage.** Some test persons asked for a mechanism to prevent accidental changes to texts written by other people.

**Approach Fitness.** The approach was well received.

### 5.8 General Feedback

**Usability Rating.** The PDF preview windows refreshed and scrolled to the beginning too often. Test persons had to search for their own content and thus couldn’t benefit from it.

**Feature Coverage.** It was requested that the PDF preview should jump to the position that the user just edited. Furthermore, there should be a mode switch between continuously refreshing and manually refreshing the PDF preview. Test persons asked for the integration of a chat feature.

Employing the usability problem metrics and the rating scale from (Nielsen, 1993), Table 2 gives an overview over the identified usability problems and their severity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usability Problem</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Tool Support</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information fragmentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding relevant parts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrolling away</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“New function” ownership</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML Schema Support</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficiency of suggestion list for users accustomed to graphical notation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Add attributes” not found</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could not delete attributes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilingual Support</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template specifics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments do not appear in document</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments have to be submitted</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Feedback</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF preview refreshes too often</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF preview does not scroll to change</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating scale taken from (Nielsen, 1993):

0  I don’t agree that this is a usability problem at all
1  Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on project
2  Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority
3  Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority
4  Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released

### 6 DISCUSSION

The test persons discovered a lot of relevant issues and asked for reasonable additional features, especially in the context of XML Schema support. One problematic request was to be able to edit the XML Schema with external tools and then merge the results back into the tool. This was mentioned for two reasons: Firstly, as a short term solution to overcome the other missing features of the tool. Secondly, to be able to do experiments and import the changes in case of success or discard otherwise (reverting the information in the tool would possibly also revert changes made by others concurrently). We consider this to be problematic, since the tool would lose a large part of its cooperative aspect. The visibility and accessibility of current versions of the artifacts would then be...
dependent on the discipline of the editing person. During the group discussion, this was already considered to be a double-edged sword:

“How to offer the benefits [of being able to modify project parts externally] without opening the floodgates to abuse, I don’t know. I think, at this point we are on the horns of a dilemma.” (Test Person 3)

It could, however, be possible to implement the experimentation feature inside the tool, such that one can do experiments and, in case of failure, discard own changes up to a specific point without interfering with foreign changes. Yet, this approach would reach its limits as soon as another user either explicitly built upon one’s changes or implicitly relied on an artifact in its changed state.

Looking at the feedback for the XML Schema support, the negative scores in Table 1 are comprehensible. However, the test persons did not mention that a lot of problems were implicitly prevented by the DOM-based approach that is compatible with the cooperative near real-time editing aspect. One important benefit of this approach is that the content of the XML Schema editor contains a valid XML document at all times preventing, e.g., that there are opening tags without their closing counterpart or only partially written tags such as ‘<element’ missing the trailing ‘>’.” This way, it is much easier to parse the document and, e.g., present users a list of elements defined in the XML Schema editor especially in case of parallel work. The interactions with the editor more easily produce meaningful deltas (e.g., node added) than in the situation of a text editor with XML content, where deltas would be character insertions or deletions. This promises to have beneficial effects on the synchronization layer. Additionally, combining this approach with a graphical editing mode seems technically feasible. Thus, we consider the approach valid even though there still is a lot of work to do.

To ease the new information fragmentation problem we will try to let the users determine the structure of the result document by mirroring it in the project structure and thus make it easier for users to see the connections between services, functions and data types.

7 CONCLUSIONS, CURRENT WORK AND OUTLOOK

We presented the results of a focus group evaluating a first implementation of integrated tool support for service interface development projects. This evaluation is part of a development project towards a stronger integration and intensified collaborative tool support for the design, data modeling, specification, and automated testing of service interfaces. The overall feedback, especially concerning the chosen approach, was very positive. This is also reflected in the fact that we are already getting inquiries from project partners, VDV working groups and others showing interest in using the tool. Thus, we are currently remediating the issues identified, many of which are expected to be resolvable short-term. We are looking forward to deploy and evaluate the tool in a real-world service interface development project with the aforementioned partners. Furthermore, we are working on extending the type of renderings we can generate with the tool. These include generated beans, generated communication adapters, generated test templates or even test cases.

A lot of the requirements we derived in (Ohler et al., 2018) are not yet satisfied in the current state of the tool. Additional requirements have emerged during the focus group and are expected to surface during further evaluation steps. Finding solutions to integrate these into the tool will constitute future work.
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